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A splitting principle for group représentations

Peter Symonds

§1. Introduction

In the theory of complex vector bundles it is known that for every vector bundle
£, : E -*B there exists a space S and a map s : S -+B such that the pullback bundle
s*Ç décomposes as a sum of Une bundles and such that s* : H*(B) -&gt;H*(S) is

injective. This reduces many questions about characteristic classes of vector bundles
to questions dealing only with Une bundles.

In représentation theory the corresponding device is to use Brauer&apos;s theorem
that any représentation F of a finite group G can be expressed as a virtual sum with
integer coefficients, V £ at ind^ cp,, where Ht &lt;&lt; G and (pt is a 1-dimensional

représentation of Hr Complications arise because such an expression can be made
in many ways and because, in the calculation of characteristic classes, one still has

to evaluate the class on each indg q&gt;t. An expression of this form for ail finite G and
which is natural in G was given by Snaith [Snl] under the name of explicit Brauer
induction and its properties were exploited with applications in number theory
[Sn2]. Another natural expression and other applications were given by Boltje
[Bl,2].

In this paper we shall define a sum L{V) S cciA(p)(V) indy q&gt; such that
L(V) V and where the coefficients are defined in terms of the action of G on the

projective space P(K). This L(V) has good naturality properties, and the sum
involves only proper subgroups of G provided that V contains no 1-dimensional
summands. Thèse naturality properties of the coefficients can be exploited in other
contexts. Let c dénote the total Chern class, considered as taking values in the

multiplicative group H**(G;Z) (of infinité sums in Hev(G;Z)). Then

c(V) n jVjc((p)*v«»(V\ where Jf is the multiplicative transfer [El]. This formula
can be considered either as a splitting principle for Chern classes of group
représentations, in which case it should be compared with [E2, E-K, T], or as a

construction of them which does not involve vector bundles.

In §2 we give a sketch of this theory for finite groups, using the most elementary
framework where the methods are not obscured by technical détails. However some
of the proofs for characteristic classes are awkward and unnatural in this context,
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so the rest of the paper is devoted to the case of compact Lie groups, where we can
use the universal example of the canonical représentation of U{ri).

§3 deals with functors with Mackey structure, i.e. with transfers that satisfy a

double coset formula. Thèse yield the groups in which the characteristic classes will
take their values. §4 and §5 consider the complex représentations of compact Lie

groups and their characteristic classes. §6 and §7 treat the real case, which is

considerably more complicated because it is necessary to induce from 2-dimensional
représentations as well as 1-dimensional ones.

§2. The case of finite groups

Let G be a finite group and let V be a complex représentation of G. We shall
consider the projective space P(V) together with its canonical Une bundle y. Now G

acts on y and we can give P(V) the structure of an equivariant CW-complex with
admissible action, i.e. such that the stabiliser of a cell as a set also stabilises it
pointwise.

We define a Lefschetz élément L(V) of the représentation ring R(G) of G by

L(V)= X (-l)dimG
aeG\P(V)

where the sum is over the cells a of G\P(V), ô is a cell of P(V) that lies above g
and &lt;ps is the représentation of stabG â on a fibre of y above a. Note that if ail the

&lt;pff are replaced by the trivial représentation, then L(V) becomes the usual Euler
characteristic or Lefschetz élément, and just as in that case it will turn out that L(V)
does not dépend on the CJF-structure chosen.

Since indy q&gt; dépends only on the conjugacy class of the pair (/, cp) in G, the

expression L(V) is independent of the choice of â. Now we can group together ail
the terms with conjugate pairs (stabG S,cpâ):

Z W
where (/, &lt;p) runs through the conjugacy classes of pairs J &lt;&gt;G and q&gt; a 1-dimensional

représentation of /.
The coefficient (xiJi{p)(V) can be calculated as follows: given x e G\P(V) let x be

a point of P(V) above x; then (stabG x, (p^) is well defined up to conjugation, where

(^ is the représentation of stab^Jc on the fibre of y above x. Let G\P(V\Jf(p)
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represent the subspace of points x e G\P(V) for which (stabG x, &lt;pz) is conjugate to
(J, cp). This will be called the stratum of G\P(V) of type (/, cp). Now by définition,

Z (-i)dim*.
mt a c G\P(Y\J(p)

But this is the Euler number in the compactly supported cohomology of
i.e.

See (Sn2) for a discussion of xc m this context. In particular this shows that the

coefficients a(y&lt;p)(F) are independent of the CPF-structure chosen. It is thèse

numbers which will be important, not just the sum L(V), and in the following
proposition we regard L(V) as a formai sum indexed by the (/, q&gt;).

PROPOSITION 2.1. (a) L(V) is natural with respect to homomorphisms of
groups: L(f*V) =f*L(V). In particular, in order to obtain L(res% V) one can apply
the double coset formula,

resg ind? cp £ ind£^y res^y *q&gt;,

geH\G/J

to each of the terms in the expression for L{V) and then collect the resulting terms
with conjugate {J, (p).

(b) L(V) is additive: a(y#)(F® W) a(y^(F) + (x(J^(W). In particular

L(V0 W) L(V) -h L(W).
(c) For a \-dimensional représentation F, L{V) has just one term, V.

Proof (a) The way in which the orbits of cells décompose under restriction

corresponds precisely to the double cosets.

(b) Let the complex numbers of unit length act on V® W by acting trivially on
V and by scalar multiplication on W. This leads to an action of the circle group S1

on P(F® W) and hence on G\P(V® W). This action respects the décomposition
into strata and its fixed point set is precisely G\P(V)\jG\P(W). The part of each

stratum that lies outside P(V) and P{W) therefore has zéro Euler number ((tD) p.
220).

(c) P(V) consists of just one point.
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THEOREM 2.2. L(V) V in R(G).

Proof. It is sufficient to check the characters on each élément of G, hence to
check resc for each cyclic subgroup C of G. By naturality, res%L(V) L(resc V),
so it is enough to prove the statement for cyclic groups. But then V is a sum of
1-dimensional représentations, so by additivity we only hâve to give a proof for
1-dimensional représentations. This is part (c) of Proposition 2.1.

We now hâve the formula

I W
Note that / runs only through proper subgroups of G provided that V contains no
1-dimensional summand. The same method of proof shows that we can introduce
Adams opérations,

even though ij/r does not commute with ind.
We can also consider the (p as éléments of Hom (/, C*) s H2(J; Z). Then for the

représentation given by the déterminant of V we obtain

det V X &lt;W&gt;0 tr? (P in H2(G; Z),

where tr^ is the transfer in H2( —, Z). Again, the fact that res£ tr% satisfies a double
coset formula implies that the right-hand side is natural, and the proof proceeds as

before.
In the context of Chern classes, this lead us to consider the expression

c(V) n ^jc((p)*™{y) in H**(G; Z),

where H**(G, Z) is the multiplicative group of infinité séries 1 + a2 + a4 -h • • *,

a2l g H2t(G; Z). Hère c dénotes the total Chern class and JT is the multiplicative
transfer of Evens [Evl]. Jf satisfies a double coset formula so we obtain:

PROPOSITION 2.3. (a) c is natural with respect to homomorphisms of groups\

d(f*V)=f*c(V).
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(b) c is &apos;additive&apos;: c{V®W) c(V)c(W).
(c) c(V) =c(V)for l&apos;dimensional V.

It is not immediately clear that c(V) =c(V), however, since it is no longer
sufficient to check only on cyclic subgroups.

PROPOSITION 2.4. c(V) c(V).

Proof. Kroll [Kr] shows that c is uniquely determined by the properties stated

for c in Proposition 2.3.

REMARKS 2.5. (a) Our formula for L(V) is the same as that of Boltje [Bl, 2],
who defines the coefficients algebraically. This is because the expression of [Bl, 2] is

shown to be uniquely determined by certain properties which are shared by L(V).
Alternatively, note that P(V\Jttp) (the part with stabiliser equal to (/, q&gt;)) has as

closure a sub-projective-space of dimension equal to the multiplicity of cp as a

summand of resy V. To get P(F)(y&lt;p) one then removes the parts with larger
stabiliser: this leads to a Môbius function on the poset of the (/, q&gt;) and so to
formulas 2.35 of [Bl] and 2.5b of [B2]. The formula of Snaith [Snl, 2] is différent
(see Remark 4.5).

(b) In §5 we shall give an independent proof of Proposition 2.4 which is more
natural in this context.

(c) This formula for c(V) should be compared with others that express c(V) in
terms of transfers from subgroups [E2, E-K, TJ.

§3. Functors with Mackey structure

In order to be précise about the double coset formula and other properties of
the functors that we use, we introduce the notion of a functor with Mackey
structure.

NOTATION. If G is a compact Lie group and H £ G, g e G, then gH gHg ~l

and cg:gH-+His the homomorphism cg(x) =g~lxg,ge H. WG (H) NG (H)/H is

the Weyl group of H in G. Let M be a contravariant functor from compact Lie

groups to abelian groups. If/: H-+G is a homomorphism then we write/* for

M(J). If/is an inclusion then we may also write resg for M(/) (of course we can

only consider closed subgroups). M is said to be invariant under conjugation if
c* : M(G) -&gt; M(G) is the identity whenever g e G.
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DEFINITION 3.1. If M is invariant under conjugation then a Mackey structure

for M consists of a homomorphism tr# : M(H) -» M(G) for each H &lt;&gt;G such

that:
(a) If K £ H &lt; G then trg tr£ tr£.
(b) If

TT TJtn &gt; n
i i

is a commutative diagram of groups in which the horizontal arrows are

surjective, the vertical ones are inclusions and H =f~\Hr), then

(c) If H, K &lt;; G then

where the sum is over the connectée! components of the strata of K\G/H.
The symbol j(?,g6G, represents xc °f the component of a stratum which
contains KgH.

This is how a Mackey structure is usually given in practice, however there is a

more élégant description which we now give.

PROPOSITION 3.2. If M is invariant under conjugation there is a one-to-one
correspondence between Mackey structures for M and covariant functors M,from the

category of compact Lie groups and monomorphisms to abelian groups which agrée
with M on objects and which satisfy the following condition, {where f — Afi(/), and

ifH £ G then tr£ represents M, of the inclusion map). Iff: K-&gt;G is any homomorphism

and i : H -+G is a monomorphism then

where the sum is over the connected components of the strata, as before.

Proof Given M, we can define tr£ for an inclusion i : H-+ G as Mf(/). Con-
versely, given a Mackey structure and a monomorphism i : H -+G, let i&apos; : H-*&gt; i(H)
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be the isomorphism induced by /; then we can define i\M(H)-+M{G) by
/, tr^r*)-1. The détails are left to the reader. D

If we just look at one finite group and its subgroups then M and M, restrict to
give a Mackey functor in the sensé of [Dr].

EXAMPLES, (i) The représentation ring RF(G)(F R, C, H) has a Mackey
structure, using the induced représentation of Segal [Sel] as transfer. The double
coset formula is proved in [Sn2]. A virtual représentation is determined by the
values of its character % on regular éléments g e G (i.e. those g that generate a

sub-group of G with finite Weyl group) and, for such g, (ind%x)(g) Zx(x&quot;&apos;gx),

where xH runs through the fixed points of g on G/H.
(h) If h* is any generalised cohomology theory then hl(BG) (for any /) has a

Mackey structure using Dold&apos;s transfer [Do]. The double coset formula is proved in

[F].
(iii) Given any contravariant functor M from compact Lie groups to abelian

groups we can construct a functor Af + with Mackey structure as follows, (cf.
[Bl, 2, De]). Given G, consider ®H &lt;, G M(H) (sum over closed subgroups): the image
of cp e M(H) will be denoted by (//, cp). Let Xbt the subgroup generated by éléments

of the form {H, cp) - (gH, c*q&gt;),g e G. We define Àf&apos;+ (G) ®H^GM(H)/X and
dénote the image of (H, cp) by (//, (p)G. If/ : K -&gt; G is a homomorphism then M&apos;+ (/)
is defined by

&lt;p)G X Xg(f-\gH), M(cgf)&lt;p)K.
f(K)\G/H

If K £ H &lt; G then trg (K, cp)H (K9 &lt;p)G.

If M originally had a Mackey structure then there is a natural transformation
a\M&apos;+-+M given by a(H,ç)G tr£&lt;p. It is also a natural transformation of
the functors (AT+ and M,. Most of thèse assertions are clear except for the

following.

LEMMA 3.3. M&apos;+ is a contravariant functor.

Proof. We need to prove that (ef)* =f*e*. Now every homomorphism
factorises as the composition of an epimorphism and an inclusion. If d : K -&gt;G

is an epimorphism then d*(H, &lt;p)G (d~l(H), d*&lt;p)K, and the proof is clear if
either e or / is an epimorphism, so we shall concentrate on the case of two
inclusions.
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Suppose L £ K &lt; G ï&gt; H: then

L\G/H

(where L\G/Hf,fe G, dénotes the component of a stratum of L\G/H which
contains LfH), whilst

resfres* (//,&lt;?)* £ £ Xc(L\G/Hg)xc(L\K/K^Hk)(L^H,ctg(p)L.
K\G/H

We shall show that each L\G/Hfcan be subdivided into connected parts Zkig9 each

of which contains LkgH and such that

Let Xg dénote K\G/Hg and let A^ dénote the set of points of G/H above Xg

which hâve stabiliser K^H. Then Â^ W^(JCn*/O V^*- The space G/Hisa disjoint
union of its subspaces KXg. Similarly let Yk L\KIK^gHk\ it is covered by the set

Yk a K/KngH of points with stabiliser LnkgH, and ?k WL(Lr,k*H)\Yk.
Let

Then £g/f e Z^^, stabL (%^ g Z^g) L^gH and G/// is a disjoint union of pièces

ZKg. Let Z^ c L\G/// be the image of Z^, so that
But now

^^ î^. x X

and as

^ *

we see that collapsing F^. to a point induces a fibration

and hence Xc(^) Xc(Xg)Xc(Yk), as required. D
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(iv) We shall usually deal with the functor M+ which is obtained from A/&apos;+ by
quotienting out from M&apos;+(G) the submodule generated by the terms (//, (p)G for
which WG(H) is infinité. We need to check that iff:K-+G is a homomorphism
and WG{H) is infinité then/*(//, cp)G is contained in this submodule. But

&lt;p)G x
f(K)\G/H

and WG(H) acts on the right off(K)\G/H preserving the strata. The stabiliser of
f(K)gH under this action is S ((glf(K))HnNG(H))/H. If S is finite then the

stratum has an S1 -action without fixed points so %g 0. If S is infinité then so is

WK{f~\gH)), because cgf induces a surjection from it to S.

If M has a Mackey structure for which trg 0 whenever WG{H) is infinité then
there is a natural transformation aM : M+ -+ M as before. Such a structure will be

termed regular. The Mackey structures in examples (i) and (ii) are ail regular.
(v) Let RF(G) dénote the submodule of RF(G) that is generated by 1-dimen-

sional représentations. The functor RF+ will be of importance later. Notice that
RF+(G) can be regarded as a kind of Burnside group of G -equivariant line bundles

by associating to (H, cp)G the induced line bundle over G/H. The transformation
Rf.+ -&gt;RF+ A R will also be denoted by a. Note that some authors use the symbol
R+ for what we call Rc+.

It is clear that in the définition of L(V) in §2 we could hâve defined instead

L+ (V) g i*c+ (G) by L+ (F) I a(y^(K)(/, &lt;p)G. Then L(V) aL+(V).

§4. The complex case for compact Lie groups

In this section and the following one we shall write R instead of Rc. Let L(n)
dénote the canonical «-dimensional représentation of the unitary group U(n). Let
U(r\&gt;r29r39. dénote the subgroup U(rx) x U(r2) x U(r3) • • • c U(r{ + r2 +
r3 • * •) and let nl : U(rl9 r2, r3,...)-» £/(/*,) be projection onto the z&apos;th factor.

LEMMA 4.1. ind^_ ul)n^L(\)^L(n).
Proof. Check the characters on regular éléments, using the formula of (Se2) for

the character of the induced représentation.

We want to construct a natural transformation b : R-+R+ such that ab idR.
The lemma shows that aU(n)(U(n - 1, 1), n^L(l))U{n) L(n): this suggests that we
set bU{n)L(n) (U(n - 1,1), n^L(\))u{n). We can now extend by naturality, for if V
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is an «-dimensional représentation of G then there exists a homomorphism
f:G-&gt; U(n) such that V =f*L(n) and we can set

If(G)\U(n)/U(n- 1,1)

A différent choice of / would differ only by an inner automorphism of U(n) so

would yield the same bG(V).
Now U(n)/U(n - 1, 1) s P(V) as a G-space so we regain the formula of §2:

bG(V)=

where ol{J&lt;p) is the Euler number in compactly supported cohomology of the stratum
of G\P(V) of type (J, q&gt;).

To show that b détermines a natural transformation there remains only to check

additivity.

LEMMA 4.2.

+ 5-l, 1), tt2*L(1))&quot;&lt;&apos; + *&gt; nf(I/(r - 1, 1), tt2*

Proof. The formula for restriction gives a sum over the strata of
U{r, s)\P(L(r + s)). This space is homeomorphic to a closed line interval and has

three strata: the endpoints corresponding to stabilisers U(r — 1,1, s) and

U(r, .s — 1, 1) with représentation on the fibre by projection onto the U(l) factor;
and the interior corresponding to stabiliser U(r — 1, *, s — 1, *), i.e. the subgroup of
U(r — 1, l9s — 1, 1) in which the two (7(1) entries are equal. But
{U(r -1,1, s), n%L( \))u^ Ttf (U(r - 1, 1), rcf L( 1))^, and similarly for the

other point stratum. WU{rs)(U(r — 1, *, s — 1, *)) ^ C/(l) is infinité, so the third
term disappears.

PROPOSITION 4.3. b is additive.

Proof. Suppose that G has représentations U and V of dimensions r and s

respectively and that u : G -&gt; t/(r) and i; : G -? {/(s) are such that U w*L(.s) and
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V v*L(r). We get a homomorphism (u, v) : G -&gt; £/(r, s) and

(m, v)* res^V&gt; (C/(r + s - 1, 1), 7r*

+ (II, t;)*7T2*(t/(^ - 1, 1), 7

But nx(u, v) u and n2(u, v) v, so the right hand side is equal to bG(U) + 6g

as required.

To sum up we hâve

PROPOSITION 4.4. There is a natural transformation b:R-&gt;R+ such that
ab idR and such that when b is restricted to R, bG&lt;p (G, &lt;p)G.

REMARK 4.5. Snaith [Sn2] uses a différent formula for a map b defined on
«-dimensional représentations such that ab idR. It is not additive so it does not
extend to a natural transformation. In our context it arises from the fact that
Lemma 4.1 is also true in the form L(n) ind^(}w_ 1)x U{1) n$L(l), where

NT(n — 1) is the normaliser of a maximal torus in U(n — 1). The construction can
then proceed as before.

§5. Complex characteristic classes

DEFINITION 5.1. A complex characteristic class with values in a functor with
regular Mackey structure, M, is a natural transformation of contravariant functors
c :R-^M.

Any natural transformation / : R -» M induces a transformation /+ : R+ -+M+,
so we can use it to construct a characteristic class F: R -? M by letting ï=aMt+b.
In particular if c : R-+M is already a characteristic class then it induces a

transformation of functors with Mackey structure (i.e. a transformation R, -&gt; M,
too), c+ : R+ -+M+. We consider c aMc+b :R-&gt;M and ask if it-is equal to c.

PROPOSITION 5.2. c =cprovided that res$# : M(U(n)) -+M(T(n)) is injective

for ail n&gt;\. Hère T(n) dénotes the maximal torus U(\)n of U(n).

Proof By naturality, we only need to check for L(n). By the injectivity condition

this reduces to res$# L(n) rç, say. The latter is a sum of 1-dimensional
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représentations, so brj (T(n), rj)T{n) and crj aMc+ (T(n), rj)T(n)

aAf(T(n\ cr\)nn) crj, as required.

EXAMPLES, (i) b itself is a characteristic class.

(ii) The Adams opérations are characteristic classes il/r:R-+R. In this case

^ + (//, &lt;p)G (//, &lt;pr)G&gt; whefe 9 is a 1-dimensional représentation of //.
(iii) Taking the total Chern class of a représentation yields a characteristic class

c : R-+ H**( - ; Z). Segal showed that //**(G, Z) is the zeroth term of a generalised
cohomology theory applied to BG [Se2], so it has a regular Mackey structure by §3

example (ii). Proposition 5.2 applies [Bor], so c c.

(iv) Taking the Newton polynomials in the Chern classes (see [T] for example)
yields a characteristic class N : R -?//*( — Z) (additive group and transfer) and

again fî N by Proposition 5.2.

§6. The real and symplectic cases

The symplectic case présents no new difficultés; one just replaces complex
projective space by the quaternionic version. The real case is more complicated and

it is well known that it is necessary to consider 2-dimensional as well as 1-dimensional

représentations.
Let M{ri) dénote the canonical real représentation of the orthogonal group O(n).

The groups O(r, s) etc. are defined in the same way as the U(r, s) in §4. Let RUl
dénote the free Z-module with the isomorphism classes of /-dimensional représentations

of G as basis. RUt is a contravariant functor with a canonical transformation
RRj -*/?R, which is not injective in gênerai for / ^ 2.

The rôle of R+ in the complex case will be performed by a functor S which we
shall now define. Consider (Rr,\(BRr,2)+ formed as in §3. The image of
(H, ri)G e RUl will be written (H, r\)f. Let N be the smallest subfunctor with Mackey
structure (i.e. closed under both /* and /) such that #(0(1,1)) contains

(0(*, *), ntM(l))°^ - (O(l, 1), resgjft) M(2))f &apos;•&apos;&gt;. We set S (JlRfl 0 J?Rf2)+ /N.
The point is that indgji;^ wf M(l) resg^,) M(2) so that we still get a well-defined

homomorphism a : S -* RR by setting aG(H, r\)f indg r\, i 1, 2.

LEMMA6.1. M(w)=indg^)_1,1)7rfM(l)-hindg(^)_2ï2)7EfM(2), n &gt; 2.

Proof. Check characters.
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This suggests that we should define a map b:RR-+S such that ab idRR by letting

bOin)M(n) (O(n - 1, 1), n$M(\))°^ + {O(n - 2, 2), 7r2*M(2))?&lt;&quot;&gt;, « è 2

and then extending by naturality.
Let

and

Bn (O(n - 2, 2), 7T2*M(2))f&gt;, /* &gt; 2

so that bO(n)M(n)=An+Bn.
Geometrically this corresponds to

bG(V)=

where Gr2(V) is the Grassman variety of 2-planes in V and 0 is the représentation
of K on a fibre of the canonical plane bundle above a point stabilised by K.

We still need to check additivity: as in the complex case it follows immediately
from the next lemma.

LEMMA 6.2. resg[;j-/&gt; (Ar + S + Br + S) 7cf(^r + Br) + 7i2*(^5 + *,).

Proof. resg^J) Ar + S involves a sum over the strata of O(r, s)\PR(Tes%fc+)s)

M(r h- s)). This space is homeomorphic to a closed Une interval. The endpoints
consist of one of type (0{r — 1,1,$), 7rJM(l))f(r&gt;5) and its pair, which is obtained
by reversing the rôles of r and s. Thèse correspond to the &gt;4-terms on the right hand
side. The interior has Euler number —1 and is of type (0(r — 1, *, s — 1,

*), 7r2KM(l))f(r&apos;5), which in contrast to the complex case has finite Weyl group and
does not disappear.

reso(rj)5) Br + S
involves a sum over the strata of O(r, s)\Gr2(nfM(r)®nfM(s)).

The stratum containing the image of a plane X a nfM(r)®n^M(s) is determined
by the pair of numbers (dim (XnnfM(r))9 dim (Xnn$M(s))).

Stratum (2,0) consists of one point and is of type (O(r - 2, 2, s), n^M(2))^s\
This together with its pair (0, 2) give the 5-terms on the right hand side. Stratum
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(1,1) also consists of one point and is of type (O(r — 1, l,s — 1, 1),

7rf M(l) + 7rJAf(l))2&gt;(r&quot;f). This cancels with the unwanted term in res A, modulo N.
The remaining strata are stratum (1,0), of type (O(r — 2, 1, *, s — 1, *),
ttJM(l) -h 7r?M(l))£(r&apos;5), which is équivalent modulo N to (0(r - 2, *, *, s - 1, *),
7rJM(l))f(r-5). But this has infinité Weyl group. The case of stratum (0, 1) is similar,
which leaves only stratum (0,0). This has type (0(r — 2, *, *, s — 2, *, *),
27rfM(l))2&gt;(rj), which again has infinité Weyl group.

§7. Real characteristic classes

Suppose that M is a functor with regular Mackey structure and that we are

given transformations w1 : RRtl-+M and w2 : jRRt2-*Af such that

trg&amp;i} wl(O(*9*)9 rc?M(l)) w2(O(l, 1),

Thèse combine to give w+ : S-+M and hence w w+b : RU-^M. Note that w1

and w2 are completely determined by their values vl w1(O(l), M(l)) and

i;2 w2(0(2), M(2)), and that we require that

Conversely, given a natural transformation w: RU^&gt;M, we can define w1 and w2

by specifying t?j and v2 thus:

Then

resggîi) »2 w(O(l, 1), resgjî),) M(2)) - rcs^) tr$2&gt;1} Trf ^

We apply the double coset formula to the last term. Now 0(1, 1)\0(2)/
0(1, 1) 0(1, l)\P&gt;R(resg^1) M(2)) is a closed interval with three strata: the two

endpoints hâve stabiliser 0(1, 1), one with représentation nf M{\) on the fibre, the

other with n$M(l). The interior has type (0(J|t,Jk), nf M(l)) and Euler number — 1.

Hence

l 1), resggÎD M(2) - Tif M(l) - n^M(\)) + trg^:i&gt; Trf i

trg^;^ nfvu as required by condition (*).
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Now let w 1 -h wx + w2 + • • • be the total Stiefel-Whitney class, considered as

taking values in H**(G; Z/2), i.e. the multiplicative group of infinité sums
1 + ax -f a2 + • • -, at e Hl(G, Z/2). Again, the Mackey structure arises from [Se2]
and §4 example (ii).

Recall that H*(O(l), Z/2) ^ Z[x], x e H\G\ Z/2), hence H*(O(l)n, Z/2) s
Z[x, xj, x, Tcfx, and that resg$B : H*(O(n\ Z/2) -&gt; //*(O( 1)&quot;, Z/2) is injec-
tive with image consisting of the symmetric expressions in the xt.

For the Stiefel-Whitney class we find that vx 1 + *, and v2= \ + xxx2 and
thus

wlcp 1 + wxq&gt;, for cp 1-dimensional,

w29 1 -r w20, for 6 2-dimensional.

PROPOSITION 7.1. w --= w, Le.

Proof. Because resg^/, is injective, we only need to check that w w for
0{X)nM(n).
Now

resgffl.

resgW»M{n)) wlY nfM(l)
\

and the same is true with w replaced by w.

For gênerai w when M //**(-, Z/2), note that in condition (*), ^g&amp;i) n*vi
is symmetric with respect to interchanging the two 0(1) s, so it is in the image
of //**(#(2), Z/2). Therefore vx can be chosen arbitrarily and it uniquely
détermines v2.
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